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7.17 Collaboration with a Local Organization on the Subjects of

Energy/Radiation Field In High School Science Education
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We, high school teachers, collaborated with a local organization, Chubu Atomic Power

Conference (partly in co-operation with The Radiation Education Forum), in the education

on the subjects of energy and radiation fields. In addition to the subjects concerned with

radiations, cloud chamber and personal radiation-monitor, we developed a few new

subjects, which are not directly connected themselves with radiations, for the purpose to

widen the fields and to bring the high acceptability of the subjects in high school side.
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Fig.l Schematic view of a water pillar blood

meter together with a mercury blood meter
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Fig.2 Schematic view of the

blood flow in human body
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Fig.3 Explanatory figure on maximum

and minimum blood pressures
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Fig.4 Similarity between the blood circulation in human body and

the steam circulation in a nuclear power generator
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Fig.5 Hand made earth
magnet compass
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Fig.6 Left- earth magnet and cosmic rays into the earth surface.

Rights a picture of an aurora.

Fig.7 Illustration of electric power

generation utilizing earth magnet
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Fig.8 Experiments with a water pillar blood meter(left) and earth magnet

generator(right)
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